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Yugioh 5ds shipping list

This page contains the names of the pairs from YugiohA- Agelessshipping (Seto Kaiba x Juudai Yuki)Akaimeshipping (Yuma Tsukumo x Yuya Sakaki) //Also Kattomatoshipping//Alienshipping (Judai Yuki x Michael Arclight)Ambiguousshipping (Yubel x Astral)Amnesiashipping (Yami Yugi x
 Astral)Amazonshipping (Taniya x Mai Koujaku)Analyticshipping (Daichi Misawa x V)Antiheroshipping (Kaito Tenjo x Edo Phoenix)Aspireshipping (Yami no Yuugi x Juudai Yuki)Astrophyshipping (Daichi Misawa x Hokuto Shijima)Attentiveshipping (Daichi Misawa x Carly Nagisa)Aviaryshipping (Shun
Kurosaki x Kotori Mizuki)B-Bandageshipping (Shizuka Kawai x Rio Kamishiro)Beserkshipping (Kiryu Kyosuke x IV)Birbshipping (Kotori Mizuki x Ruri Kurosaki)Blazeshipping (IV x Akiza Izayoi)Blizzardshipping (Fubuki Tenjoin x Rio Kamishiro)Blondshipping (Jounouchi Katsuya x Asuka
Tenjoin)Blueheartshipping (Bruno x Rio Kamishiro)Bullyshipping (Ryouga Kamishiro x Jonouchi Katsuya)Breastshipping (Mai Koujaku x Akiza Izayoi x Asuka Tenjoin)Britishshipping (Daichi Misawa x Ryou Bakura)Brownshipping (Hiroto Honda x Juudai Yuki)C-Calculationshipping (Ryuji Otogi x Daichi
Misawa)Catshipping (Bruno x Cathy)Ceoshipping (Seto Kaiba x Shouji Manjoume x Reiji Akaba)Circumferenceshipping (Daichi Misawa x Serena)Coatshipping (Kaiba Seto x Jack Atlas)Contrivedshipping (Juudai Yuki x Yuya Sakaki)Cozyshipping (Jounouchi Katsuya x Edo Phoenix)Crimsonshipping
(Yami Yugi x Yuma Tsukumo)Crustaceanshipping (Yusei Fudo x Yuma Tsukumo)Cuddleshipping (Shou Marufuji x Anzu Mazaki)Cultshipping (Saiou Takuma x Dartz)D-Damselshipping (Anzu Mazaki x Asuka Tenjoin)Dancingdivashipping (Asuka Tenjoin x Yuzu Hiragii)Danshipping (Ushio Tetsu x Yami
no Yuugi)Darkmoonshipping (Juudai Yuki x Serena)Deceptionshipping (Kagurazaka x Dennis Macfield)Deepblueshipping (Seto Kaiba x Yusei Fudo x Ryouga Kamishiro)Dejavushipping (Yugi Motou x Astral)Demonkingshipping (Juudai Yuki x Yuuri)Descendantshipping (Yami no Yuugi x Akiza
Izayoi)Destructshipping (Saiou Takuma x Yami no Malik)Devotedshipping (Yuugi Motou x Yusei Fudo)Dinosaurshipping (Dinosaur Ryuzaki x Tyranno Kenzan)Digitshipping (Daichi Misawa x III x IV x V)Ditzshipping (Jounouchi Katsuya x Juudai Yuki)Domicileshipping (Yugi Motou x Yuma
Tsukumo)Dominateshipping (Seto Kaiba x Jun Manjoume) Downshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Shizuka Tenjoin)Dragonaceshipping (Yusei Fudo x Yuya Sakaki) /7Also Sidekickshipping//E-Eldershipping (Sugoroku x Tome)Emoshipping (Yami no Yuugi x Ryo)Enamorshipping (Miho Nosaka x Momoe
Hamaguchi)Energeticshipping (Juudai Yuki x Anzu Mazaki) Enjoyshipping (Chojiro Tokumatsu x Fubuki Tenjoin)Entomologijashipping (Insector Haga x Droite)Espershipping (Esper Roba x Fuya Okudaira)F-Fallenshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Anzu Mazaki)Fameshipping (Fubuki Tenjoin x Seto
Kaiba)Fangirlshipping (Anzu Mazaki x Rei Saotome)Femmefataleshipping (Mai Koujaku x Akiza Izayoi)Fishermanshipping Ryota x Tairyobata Teppei)Foreseeshipping (Esper Roba x Mieru Hochun)ForgetMeNotshipping (Daichi Misawa x Anna Kozuki)Fortuneshipping (Carly Nagisa x Jin)Frozenshipping
(Rio Kamishiro x Olga)Fluffyshipping (Juudai Yuki x Anna Kozuki)G-Gelshipping (Yami no Yuugi x Jun Manjoume)Giftedshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Rebecca Hopkins)Grooveshipping (Fubuki Tenjoin x Anzu Mazaki)GXTuneshipping (Fubuki Tenjoin x Kiryu Kyosuke x Kaito Tenjo)H-Harpieshipping (Mai
Koujaku x Junko Makurada)Heirshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Mokuba Kaiba)Helpershipping (Winged Kuriboh x Astral)Holymusicshipping (Yuzu Hiragi x Durbe)Honeyshipping (Haou Juudai x Anna Kozuki)HurricaneShipping (Jun Manjoume x Kaito Tenjo)I-Iceshipping (Rio Kamishiro x Asuka
Tenjoin)Icemelodyshipping (Rio Kamishiro x Yuzu Hiragi)Icespiritshipping (Juudai Yuki x Rio Kamishiro)Icequeenshipping (Asuka Tenjoin x Rio Kamishiro x Olga)Imoutoshipping (Rio Kamishiro x Ruri Kurosaki)Indigoshipping (Black Magician x Ryo Marufuji)Intravenousshipping (Yami Bakura x
IV)Ivoryshipping (Saiou Takuma x Ryou Bakura)J-Jasmineshipping (Black Magician Girl x III)Jewellershipping (Johan Anderssen x Masumi Kotsu)Junjoshipping (Seto Kaiba x Shou Marufuji)K-Kaisershipping (Seto Kaiba x Ryo Marufuji)Kattomatoshipping (Yuma Tsukumo x Yuya Sakaki) //Also
Akaimeshipping//Kingshipping (Juudai Yuki x Zarc)Kinredshipping (Juudai Yuki x Yusei Fudo x Johan Anderssen)Kuribohshipping (Juudai Yuki x Yugi Motou)L-Leathershipping (Daitokuji x Yami no Yuugi)Leftshipping (Miho Nosaka x Daichi Misawa)Lightshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Kaito
Tenjo)Lightningshipping (Yami no Bakura x Jun Manjoume)Littlebrothershipping (Shou Marufuji x III)Lossshipping (Malik Ishtar x Edo Phoenix)Lostshipping (Ryou Bakura x Shou Marufuji)Lovecardshipping (Anna Kozuki x Jun Manjoume)Loyalshipping (Yuri x Rio Kamishiro)Lunarshipping (Serena x
Luna)M-Magicdivashipping (Yuzu Hiragi x Dark Magician)Mainshipping (Yami no Yuugi x Yuusei Fudo x Juudai Yuki)Meanieshipping (Yami no Bakura x Hell Kaiser)Meetingshipping (Saiou Takuma x Seto Kaiba)Melodyheroshipping (Yuzu Hiragi x Juudai Yuki)/// Also SpiritDivashippingMeltshipping (Jim x
V)Missionshipping (Jack Atlas x Jounouchi Katsuya)Misnomershipping (Crow Hogan x Yuma Tsukumo)Monochromeshipping (Jun Manjoume x IV)Moonfragranceshipping (Asuka Tenjoin x Serena)Moralshipping (Saiou x Anzu Mazaki)Motorshipping ( Yusei Fudo x Akari Tsukumo)Musicalshipping (Fubuki
Tenjoin x Yuzu Hiragi)N-Nerdyshipping (Daichi Misawa x Takashi Todoroki)Gnijezdoshipping (Crow Hogan x Chick)Numbshipping (Yuusei Fudo x Ryo Marufuji)Ñ-O-Obsessshipping (Rebecca Hopkins x Rei Saotome)Oceanshipping (Yuse fudo x Ryouga Kamishiro)Oneworldshipping (Yubel x Leo
Akaba)Orphanshipping (Raphael x Amon)Otoutoshipping (Mokuba Kaiba x Haruto Tenjo)P-Pendantshipping (Yugi Motou x Yuma Tsukumo x Yuya Sakaki)Pinatashipping (Yami no Yuugi x Fubuki Tenjoin)Pinkskullshipping (Crni Girl x Gagaga Girl)Platinumshipping (Edo Phoenix x Ryou
Bakura)Prawnshipping (Juudai Yuki x Yuma Tsukumo)Presidentshipping (Kaiba Seto x Reiji Akaba)Professorshipping (Daitokuji x Ukyo)Protagshipping (Yugi Motou x Yami Yugi x Judai Yuki x Yusei Fudo x Yuma Tsukumo x Astral)Protagirlshipping (Anzu Masaki x Asuka Tenjoin x Akiza Izayoi x Kotori
Mizuku)Protectiveshipping (Seto Kaiba x Katsuya Jonouchi x Ryouga Kamishiro x Kaito Tenjo x Shun Kurosaki)Pompomshipping (Mokuba Kaiba x Rally)Q-Queenshipping (Mai Koujaku x Asuka Tenjoin)Queershipping (Fubuki Tenjoin x Ryuji Otogi)R-Redjacketshipping (Rei Saotome x
Serena)Reishipping (Rei Saotome x Rei Shingetsu)Renegadeshipping (Jun Manjoume x Crow Hogan)Reportershipping (Carly Nagisa x Akari Tsukumo)Richshipping (Seto Kaiba x Akiza Izayoi)Rosesshipping (Yubel x Akiza Izayoi)Ryoushipping (Ryo Marufuji x Ryou Bakura)S-Seashockshipping (Jun
Manjoume x Ryouga Kamishiro)Secondaryshipping (Jounouchi Katsuya x Shou Marufuji)Sereneshipping (Shizuka Kawai x Serena)Serpentshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Kisara)Showoffshipping (IV x Dennis Macfield)Shyshipping (Yuugi Motou x Shou Marufuji) Sidelineshipping (Yami no Bakura x Ryo
Marufuji)Sidekickshipping (Yusei Fudo x Yuya Sakaki)//Also Dragonaceshipping//Silverbraceletshipping (Yami yugi x Past life vector)Smileshipping (Yugi Motou x Yuya Sakaki)Snapshipping (Edo Phoenix x Anzu Mazaki)SpiritDivashipping (Yuzu Hiragi x Juudai Yuki)///Also
MelodyheroshippingStarletshipping (Sanagi Chono x Mikiyo Naname)Starlingshipping (Yusei Fudo x Shun Kurosaki)Starshipping (Yusei Fudo x Juudai Yuki)Stoicshipping (Yusei Fudo x V)Strideshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Ryuji Otogi)Stubbornshipping (Mana x Yuma Tsukumo)Sumshipping (Astral x Yuma
Tsukumo x Yuya Sakaki)Synchroshipping (Yusei Fudo x Yami Yugi)T-Takeshishipping (Varon x Ryo Marufuji)Tasseomancyshipping (Mieru Hochun x Michael Arclight)Tauntshipping (Ryoga Kamishiro x Sawatari Shingo)Techshipping ( Yusei Fudo x Seto Kaiba)Telepathshipping (Yugi Motou x Yami Yugi
X Yuma Tsukumo x Astral)Temptationshipping (Yuugi Motou x White Asuka)Tenseshipping (Haruto Tenjo x Reira Akaba)Thornshipping (Yubel x Akiza Izayoi)Thundershipping (Jun Manjoume x Thunder Spark)Thunderstarshipping (Hokuto Shijima x Jun Manjoume)Timeshipping (Paradox x Kaito
Tenjo)Timebaitshipping (Paradox x Juudai Yuuki)Transcendingshipping (Yuugi Motou x Yami x Paradox x Yusei Fudo x Juudai Yuki)Trenchshipping (Seto Kaiba x Jack Atlas x Ryo Marufuji)Trikshipping (Haga Insector x Tokunosuke)Tomeshipping (Amnael x Yami Bakura)Topshipping (Yami no Yuugi x
Asuka Tenjoin)Tirkiznoši (Sho Marufuji x Sora Shiunin)Twinsshipping (Rua x Ruka x Rio Kamishiro x Ryouga Kamishiro)Tweetshipping (Kotori Mizuki x Yuzu Hiragi)U-Ushioshipping (DM Ushio x 5 Ushio)V-Violetshipping (Ryouga Kamishiro x Ruri Kurosaki)Virtualshipping (Ryo Marufuji x Noah Kaiba)W-
Whiteknightshipping (Seto Kaiba x Manjoume x Jack Atlas x Kaito Tenjo)Whitelightshipping (Ryou Bakura x Amnael)X-Y-Z-12568-5DXshipping (Yami Yugi x Yugi Motou x Juudai Yuki x Yusei Fudo)5DXALshipping (Yugi Motou x Yami Yugi x Juudai Yuki x Yusei Fudo x Yuma Tsukumo) Yu-Gi-Oh!
5D's:Road to DestinySeason 3Country of OriginJapanNo. episode28ReleaseOriginal networkTV TokyoOriginal releaseJuly 1, 2009 (2009-07-01) –January 13, 2010 (2010-01-13)Season chronology← PreviousSeason 2Next →Season 4List by Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D episodes third season of Yu-Gi-Oh! 5D's (with
the title Road to Destiny for English Dub) runs from episodes 65 to 92. After a battle with the Dark Signatories, the city was reformed and the turbo duel changed, but a new threat looms as 3 emperors of Yliaster come into play. He's using two themed music this season. The introductory theme is Freedom
La Vie, while the theme of finishing is O-Zona Vistlipa. Certain episodes also use the insertion of the song You Say by La Vie. The season aired on Toonzai between September 18, 2010 and December 18, 2010, with the exception of Episode 85, which debuted on Hulu on November 27, 2010 and aired
on Television (Toonzai) on February 5, 2011. The film Yu-Gi-Oh!: Bonds Beyond Time also takes place within season three, just before the crash town event (Episodes 86-92). List of Episodes No.TitleWritten byOriginal air dateU.S. air date65A New Threat, Part 1 / A New ThreatTranscription: Aratanaru
Kyōi (Japanese: 新たなる脅威)Shin YoshidaJuly 1, 2009 (2009-07-01)September 18, 2010 Six months after the battle between the Dark Signatories and signatories, a large stone slab falls (which is machine czar Wisel Infinity's tablet) from space and lands on Earth, just outside New Domino City. As he
explores it, Lazar meets three people from Yliaster, who are Jakob (leader), Lester (self-styled sub-leader) and Primo (the lowest member). Lazarus questions their intentions, but after Primo reminds him that they are his leaders, and a brief outburst in which Primo points the tip of his sword at Lazarus'
neck, he quickly submits to the threesuck and hands them the leadership of The New Domino City. Next, Primo tells the other members of the threesue that he will take his machine tsar for a test drive. A day later, Sector Security investigates a turbo duelist named Ghost, who attacks Turbo Duelists, and
steals their Synchro Monsters, at night. Jack, Yusei and Crow, meanwhile, are preparing for the upcoming tournament, the World Racing Grand Prix (WRGP), but when Trudge proposes to Jack, Crow and Yusei to help him bring down the Spirit, he rejects Crow Trudge's plea for help, in favour of working
on their new engine, as he states they have a Grand Prix to prepare for, and that they have no time to spare. Instead, Crow insists that Trudge and the rest Security, like cops, they go chasing a ghost. Trudge meets the Spirit later that night, but is defeated and badly injured. He warns Yusei not to use
Synchro monsters against the Spirit, because synchronisations are useless. After the incident, Crow feels guilty about what he told Trudge. After Yusei tells him that blaming himself won't work, Crow asks Yusei what he should do, to which Yusei replies that they go to find and defeat the Spirit. Yusei, Jack
and Crow then go in search of the Spirit, which Yusei soon encounters after a few hours of riding. He soon found himself up against Ghost's monster ace, machine emperor Wisel Infinity, a combined monster made from five other monsters. 66 New Threat, Part 2/ Symbol of Evolution - Sinkro
MonstersTranscription: Shinka no Akashi Shinkuro Monsutā (Japanese: 進化の証 シンクロモンスター)Shin YoshidaJuly 8, 2009 (2009-07-08)September 25, 2010 Yusei invokes his Stardust Dragon and orders damage to the Spirit. However, Ghost uses its machine czar Wisel Infinity's special ability to
absorb stardust dragon, causing Stardust Dragon attack points to be added to wiselov, increasing its attack points from 2,500 to 5,000. Yusei sets up a good defense, but finds himself under pressure. After hanging out for a while, Yusei remembers having a second chance, and using the Speed World 2
crimson Dragon effect to pull out another card during the draw phase, which gives him tuner monster Majestic Dragon, and he is able to retrieve the Stardust Dragon using the Syncro particle trap card, and invokes majestic Star Dragon, then attacks Wisel Top, resulting in the destruction of the rest of the
machine czar, defeating the Spirit. The ghost then crashes into the woods, and one of Yliaster's three emperors, Primo, takes Ghost's disc for the duel, and his own Wisel deck from The Ghost's duel runner. When Yusei, Jack and Crow arrive at ghost's crash site, they discover that he's actually a robot
trudge identifies as Duel-Bota, which was stolen from Sector Security, and reprogrammed. 67 Lessons learned / Traditions of Duel Academy! Ancient Gear GolemTranscription: Dyueru Akademia no Dentō! Antīku Giagōremu (Japanese: デュエルアカデミアの伝統!アンティーク◗ギアゴーレム)Koji
UedaJuly 15, 2009 (2009-07-15)September 25, 2010 While Yusei and Crow are working on their new engine, they are visited by Leo, Luna and their classmates, including timid Sly, who is almost tempted to steal the Stardust Dragon. Yusei was asked by the academy director to fix something, which turns



out to be the lead instructor, Rudolph Heitmann, who threatens to expel Leo, Luna and their friends for using low-level monsters. Yusei arrives, challenging Heitmann to a duel, to prevent them from being ejected, and to prove the strength of a low-level monster. Manages to summon three Ancient Gear
Golems on its first step and carries great damage. Yusei calls stardust dragon, but sacrifices him to invite several Tuner monsters, belonging to relevant students. Yusei manages to use them to defeat Heitmann, who learns his lesson, and withdraw the shutouts. As Yusei leaves, Sly is considering
stealing stardust dragon. Luckily, he'll never get that chance. 68Trash Talk / Memories of the Elderly! Family deck Scrap-IronTranscription: Rōjin no Kioku Kuzutetsu Famirī Dekki (Japanese: ⽼⼈の記憶!くず鉄ファミリーデッキ)Tadashi HayakawaJuly 22, 2009 (2009-07-22)October 2, 2010[1] Yusei, Jack
and Crow visit Martha and Blister, where the blister talks to them about the asteroid crater. A crow has been asked to return an old man named Bashford who refuses to leave his house because of family ties. However, the path to his house is filled with traps. He ended up on top of the old-fashioned
Dueling Arena (which Bashford built himself, in the hope that his son Koki would return and duel with him), (Dueling Arenas were first used, in the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Monsters) and challenges Bashford to a duel. He found himself under pressure from his Bashford iron deck, but managed to
return. The aftermath of the battle causes the collapse of the two-tone arena and house, but Crow manages to win the duel and help Bashford. Yusei manages to retrieve a family photo from the house before collapsing. Bashford thanks them and returns to Martha's place. 69Tout with interest / Threat!
The lonely hell of tokenTranscription: Kyōi! Rōn Tōkun Jigoku (Japanese: 脅威!ローントークン地獄)Yoshifumi FukushimaJuly 29, 2009 (2009-07-29)October 2, 2010[1] Families find themselves under pressure from a loan shark named Don Pierro who takes their precious cards. Crow gets mad at Jack for
drinking expensive coffee and suggesting he get a job. However, his ego gets him kicked out of several jobs. He and Carly follow the boy named Marc to the shrine, where he leaves his cards that Pierro deemed unworthy. Jack decided to challenge Pierre for everyone's contracts, putting his Red Dragon
Archfiend and Duel Runner on the line. Pierro puts pressure on Jack by conducting his credit tokens, damaging his life points. However, Jack manages to win using Marc's cards and destroys all of Pierre's loan agreements. However, he still can't get a job. 70The Wicked Spirit / The Forest that Spirits
Away - Sleepy BeautyTranscription: Kamikakushi no Mori Surīpī Byūtī (Japanese: 神隠しの森 スリーピービューティ)Koji UedaAugust 5, 2009 (2009-08-05)October 9, 2010 As Leo, Luna and Dexter roam the woods, Luna senses the atmosphere, emerges from consciousness and follows it, despite
warnings from Kuribon and Regulus. When she Luna encounters a boy named Hayley looking after a doll representing his sister Claire. When they notice she's missing, Dexter goes to Yusei for help, while Leo chases after her. When Leo comes home, Hayley feels threatened and goes into a duel with
him. Leo notes that the damage Hayley has is similar to a psychic Duelist, and invokes his Dragon with power tools. Yusei comes and goes into the house and finds a bunch of people trapped inside the cards. Meanwhile, Luna is able to talk to the ghost of Claire. Hayley invokes Hollow Ghost and orders
sharp damage to Leo, but Leo manages to turn it around and win the duel. It was discovered that Hayley died along with her sister, but she didn't realize it, which is what kept him there. Hayley reunites with Claire and they both disappear, along with the house, freeing all the trapped people. 71Francing
Twist, Part 1 / Yusei CapturedTranscription: Torawareta Yusei (Japanese: 捕われた遊星)Yasuyuki SuzukiAugust 12, 2009 (2009-08-12)October 9, 2010 Yusei wakes up to find himself carried inside a truck after being jumped by someone named Ichiro wanting to recruit him for the Grand Prix. When Jack,
Crow, Akiza and Mina hear about his capture, they go looking for him. Akiza manages to locate the truck yusei was caught in and is surprised no one is driving it. Akiza uses her powers to break it, but ends up trapped there with Yusei when the truck accelerates. They run away, but the mystery rider
challenges them to a Turbo duel. She pulls out a fusion monster while Yusei responds by invoking Junk Warrior, and Akiza finds herself moved away from witnessing Turbo Duel firsthand. The rider then lays out her monster ace and reveals as a woman named Sherry Le Blanc, hoping to recruit Yusei to
her team. 72Frencuski twist, Part 2 / What lies in the windTranscription: Kaze no Naka ni Arumono (Japanese: ⾵の中にあるもの)Yasuyuki SuzukiAugust 19, 2009 (2009-08-19)October 16, 2010 The duel between Yusei and Sherry continues, with Akiza insisting that he stay and spece. Yusei pulls out
turbo warrior and inflicts damage, and eventually destroys his monster. However, that leaves him at a point where Sherry can win if he pulls out Speed Spell, using the effects of Speed World 2. Sherry then tells Yusea to enter WRGP to avenge her parents killed by Yliaster. Just as Yusei is about to call
stardust dragon, Ichiro shows up and tries to throw a truck at them. Akiza uses her powers to materialize the Stardust Dragon and stop the truck, and Sherryn's guard, Elsworth, beats Ichir and his gang. Due to damage to Duel Lanes, the duel has been cancelled, but they promise to duel again. Akiza was
left with a newfound respect for turbo duels. 73Synchro Straits / After Sealing Synchro Summoning... Transcription: Shōkan wo Fūjita Saki ni... (Japanese: シンクロ召喚を封じた先に...) Yoshifumi FukushimaAugust 26, 2009 (2009-08-26)October 16, 2010 Yusei has a nightmare about the Stardust Dragon
captured by the Spirit and Sherry's offer. Wanting to learn the duel without relying on synchro monsters, Yusei asks Jack to duel him. As they duel, they are watched by a mysterious character (who is indeed Visor). Sensing fear in Yusei after being attacked by Red Dragon Archfiend, Jack cancels the
duel, saying he has no chance of winning without Synchros (Vizor is gone by the end of the duel). Later, everyone attends the premiere event for WRGP, where details for the tournament are shown. Lazarus meets with a group from Yliaster, who use the tournament for their own benefit. Just then, the
party was toppled by a violent Turbo Duelist named Dobocle. Akiza prevents him from ruining the party, and the trio from Yliaster take an interest in her powers. Dobocle tries to escape, but is attacked by another Ghost, who is really Primo, because he's tired of Dobocle's actions. As the gang goes to
help, they are stopped by a mysterious character, a visor, who says Yusei is not ready to face the Spirit again. 74Sinkro Solution / Further Evolution! Accel SynchroTranscription: Saranaru Shinka! Akuseru Shinkuro (Japanese: さらなる進化!アクセルシンクロ)Yoshifumi FukushimaSeptember 2, 2009
(2009-09-02)October 23, 2010 The mysterious duel, known only as Vizor, decides to train Yusei to face Ghost. He starts by racing with him, testing Yusei's ability to handle mach speeds. After clearing that up, the duel begins, and Vizor hosting two Sinkro monsters in the first turn. Before Yusei can fight
back, Vizor accelerates to sword-speed, performing accel synchro with his two monsters to form a new one. Yusei responds by calling Drill Warrior, and launches it later, though Vizor decides to take direct damage and lose the duel, rather than damage his monster. Yliaster, who watched the duel,
became curious about Vizor's actions. 75 Acceleration / Aki Izayoi acceleration! Transcription: Izayoi Aki Akuserarēshon! (Japanese: ⼗六夜アキ アクセラレーション!) Tadashi HayakawaSeptember 9, 2009 (2009-09-09)October 23, 2010 Wanting to understand what turbo duels feel, Akiza decides to
apply for a turbo duel license. Despite initially making many mistakes, her determination, along with Yuse's tutoring, allows her to take initial exams. Yusei also takes her rollerskating to help her learn to ride backwards. Yusei then builds her a real Duel Runner, with the help of Jack and Crow. To get her
license, she needs to beat Trudge in a qualifying duel, although she initially has trouble getting to grips with Speed Spells, and her Black Rose Dragon is taking a beating. However manages to turn it around and summon its shiny Rose. Some guys, who were furious about losing to Akiza in the opening
exams, set off a trap to trip Akima. However, using the skills yusei taught her, she avoids the trap and defeats Trudge. Licensed, Yusei welcomes Akiza into the world of Turbo Dueling. Meanwhile Jack beats up the guys who set off the trap and calls Akiza his friend. 76Syd Is Vicious / Proud Demon Chaos
KingTranscription: Hokoritakaki Dēmon Kaosu Kingu (Japanese: 誇り⾼き デーモン◗カオス◗キング)Which UedaSeptember 16, 2009 (2009-09-16)October 30, 2010 Jack and Carly investigate some thefts of duel runners. As he chases after a group of them, one of the members, who is actually an
undercover agent named Kaz, gets hurt. Jack feels responsible for causing the accident, and he's trying to look into the matter himself, but he's depressed and knocked out. He's not giving up, and soon he's coming after the whole gang again, where he's been beaten once more. However, he managed to
place a tracker on one of the members and find their hiding place, which is on a large ship. The boss, Syd, challenges Jack to a duel in which the loser is thrown into a. Syd gets the upper hand early, and despite Jack invoking a few monsters, he still finds himself fighting back. It is soon known that their
hideout is on a tanker, which sailed from sector security range. Syd invokes his synchro monster, but Jack responds by synchronisedly calling the monster he borrowed from Kaza to win the duel, and manages to act in time before Syd is broken, but beats Syd and his gang, who were later arrested by
Sector Security. Jack returns Kaz's card and promises Turbo Duel when he recovers. 77Sead duel committee, part 1/ He enters! Super Elite Transfer StudentTranscription: Tōjō! Sūpā Erīto Tenkōsei (Japanese: 登場!スーパーエリート転校⽣)Yoshifumi FukushimaSeptember 23, 2009 (2009-09-
23)October 30, 2010 How Yusei and Akiza practice Turbo Duel, Leo ponders how he would fare as a Turbo Duelist. Meanwhile, the trio from Yliaster are discussing their plans involving the Crimson Dragon, with another plaque crashing into the ground. Later at Duel Academy, a boy named Lester (one of
the Yliaster emperors in disguise) enrolls in school hoping to learn more about Luna, who soon falls in love with Lester. Leo's mad that he's asking her so many questions, so Lester uses the illusion of separating him from Luna and taking her to his mansion. When Leo realizes he's been cheated, he
sneaks into the villa, where Lester shows an Ener-D skateboard that can be used for Turbo Dueling, called duel board, which gives Luna. Feeling jealous, Leo begs Yusei to build him his own Duel Board, and he spends several days practicing. Luna later joins him in practicing, but they. Attacked by
another Duel Skater (who really had Lester back in his original duel suit) who was traps in a duel. Leo decided to help her, which is a two-against-1 duel. They soon realize that the damage is real, and the duelist pulls out the machine emperor Skiel Infinity. 78Dawn of the Duel Board, Part 2 / A Nightmare
Reborn! Machine Emperor Skiel InfinityTranscription: Yomigaeru Akumu! Kikōtei Sukieru (Japanese: 甦る悪夢!機皇帝スキエル∞)Yoshifumi FukushimaSeptember 30, 2009 (2009-09-30)November 6, 2010 Realization of Luna and Leo are in trouble, Yusei, Jack, Crow and Akiza are moving to find them.
Luna invokes the Ancient Dragon Fairy, but is soon absorbed by machine emperor Skiel Infinity. As Yusei and society can only view, Leo recognizes his opponent as Lester, but Lester states that the recognition of his identity has already been delayed in doing anything about it. Luna is soon taking
damages to protect Leo from the Skiel attack. Leo invokes the Power Tool Dragon, and using traps and monstrous effects, manages to retrieve the Ancient Dragon Fairy. Lester upgrades Skiel and defeats Leo, knocking him off the bridge, but a crimson dragon appears to rescue him. Luna's counterattack
fails, but her Duel Monster ghosts prevent her from getting hurt, after she loses. When the group tries to investigate Lester, they discover that his villa is missing, and that no one at Duel Academy remembers him. Fueled by this attack, Yusei becomes determined to learn Accel Synchro. 79Remeaning it
all together / Into the world, but unprecedentedTranscription: Madaminu Sekai e (Japanese: まだ⾒ぬ世界へ)Shin YoshidaOctober 7, 2009 (2009-10-07)November 6, 2010 Recap episode. As Yusei tests his engine, Jack and Crow look back on his previous battles to try to understand him. When they meet
with Yusei, he suspects Yliaster is the one behind Ghost and is planning something big with WRGP. He also told Jack and Crow about Accel Synchro. They are becoming determined to learn this new move, which would require a new engine. Meanwhile, a mysterious person is beached. 80The Super
Genius / The Mysterious Super MechanicTranscription: Nazo no Sūpā Mekikku (Japanese: 謎のスーパーメカニック)Shin YoshidaOctober 14, 2009 (2009-10-14)November 13, 2010 Trudge and Mina invite Yusei, Jack and Crow to a fancy dinner, albeit with a motif. They want to be sworn in about Bruno,
the amnesia that recently surfaced in New Domino City. Although they initially refuse, they soon discover that he is an extremely talented mechanic. Yusei is becoming particularly interested in him, as he could help build the engine he needs to perfect the Accel Synchro. However, as he spends more time
with him, his friends begin to get a little jealous. Yusei and Bruno manage to complete the program needed for his new engine, but it was stolen overnight. Find your fingerprint Cup ramen pack, they decide to hack into the safety net to find the culprit, they have to complete the puzzle duel to gain access.
Jack and Crow have trouble attacking the Mirror Force, but Bruno is using his intuition to come up with the right solution. They found out the fingerprint belonged to Lazarus. 81Get With the Program, Part 1 / Operation Capture JaegerTranscription: Iēgā Hokaku Sakusen (Japanese: イェーガー捕獲作戦!)
Kenichi YamashitaOctober 21, 2009 (2009-10-21)November 13, 2010 Yusei, Jack, Crow and Bruno opt for Lazarus, who stole their program for Primo. Noticing that he was being followed, Lazarus went to the mall where Yusei and company managed to arrest him, but he took a break for it. Lazarus
manages to lose Jack and Crow using holograms, although Bruno manages to figure it out, and he and Yusei follow Lazarus to the compound. Lazarus gives the program to Prim, who then notices that they are being monitored and triggered by an alarm, separating Yusei and Bruno. Primo activates a duel
guard robot filled with yusei combat data to stall Yusei as he installs the program in hundreds of Duel-Bots, collectively called Diablo. Bruno almost ran into this secret army, but Primo knocked him out and kicked him out of a secret factory, when he eventually launched one of his lost memories.
Meanwhile, Guard Robot uses its high prediction capabilities to block Yusei's high-level monsters and special calls, putting him in a difficult position. 82Get With the Program, Part 2 / Yusei Fudo, 100% Chance of Defeat! Transcription: Fudō Yūsei Haiboku Kakuritsu Wan Handoreddo Pāsento! (Japanese:
不動遊星 敗北確率100%!) Shin YoshidaOctober 28, 2009 (2009-10-28)November 20, 2010 Jack and Crow arrive at the complex only to find themselves locked, so they sneak over the ventilation shaft. As Yusei continues to fight the Guardian Robot, Primo completes the installation of their program in
Ghosts, although one of Yliaster's other emperors, Jakob (leader), is curious and suspicious of his actions. With his objective completeness, Primo begins self-destructing the countdown and leaves using his power, giving Yusei just 10 minutes to win his duel and escape. Jack and Crow join Bruno who,
reluctantly, must escape ahead of Yusei. As time is about to run out, Yusei manages to use his monster's abilities to block the Lock Deck Guard Robot and call on Stardust Dragon to win the duel. As the complex explodes, Lazarus uses his tricks to save Yusei and warns him not to go further into the
issue. 83 Will the Real Jack Atlas, Please stand up, part 1 / Cheater!? Jack AtlasTranscription: Yōgisha!? Jakku Atorasu (Japanese: 容疑者!? ジャック◗アトラス)Which UedaNovember 4, 2009 (2009-11-04)November 20, 2010 Sector security fell in with because of Jack's arrest. Mina and Trudge show
footage of something similar to Jack's Duel Runner causing other people to crash in duels using the Red Dragon Archfiend. Yusei and company recall that earlier Jack had fallen out with them for sticking to his usual plays. Jack still denies committing any crime, and Crow isn't helping. As a result, Jack
was arrested and sent to prison. When the news spreads, everyone else has a hard time believing it. Later that night, an electronic bug opens Jack's cell, allowing him to escape. However, he then runs into the identical Jack Atlas who rides the identical Duel Runner and acts like Jack in his Duel King
phase (from season one), and is challenged on Turbo Duel. Jack draws a Tuner monster that can call the Red Dragon Archfiend, but refuses to use it because of an earlier argument, and calls exploder dragon instead. He gets the upper hand at first, but is shocked to discover that his tactics have been
called weak by the imposter. The imposter summons the identical Red Dragon Archfiend and defeats Jack, knocking him overboard. Yusei and Crow arrive only to see the impostor, thinking the real Jack Atlas has committed another crime. 84 If the real Jack Atlas will come, please stand up, Part 2 /
Another JackTranscription: Mō Hitori no Jakku (Japanese: もう⼀⼈のジャック)Koji UedaNovember 11, 2009 (2009-11-11)November 27, 2010 Wanting to find out the truth behind Jack's alleged crime spree, Carly encounters a pair of hippies who caught a picture of jack's two runners. She repeated this
to Yusei and Crow, who are searching the crash site only to find one of Jack's tickets. The real Jack is trapped in a virtual prison of sorts, made by the Yliaster trio, forced to watch as a cheater ruins his reputation. Yusei and Crow catch up with the imposter, but they're attacked by the pushers. Hearing the
kindness of his friends, Jack broke free of captivity and caught up with his impostor for the rematch. This time Jack learns from his mistakes and uses a real tuner monster to summon red dragon archfiend. The imposter then invokes his Red Dragon Archfiend, but Jack manages to destroy it. However, the
imposter then manages to revive him and invokes two more copies of Red Dragon Archfiend. Jack manages to survive his attack and has the power to summon the Magnificent Red Dragon with his Dragon Sign. With his strength, Jack manages to destroy three dragons, along with a impostor, who was
actually a robot for the Ghost duel. Still in the Yliaster trim hideout, Primo complains that the duel was worthless, until the line is lit on the dashboard, which indicates the activation of the circuit on the Infinity Circuit, which resulted in the satisfaction of Jakob, as he states that everything is going according
to their plan. Jack goes back to where he was held in captivity, only to discover he was missing. Yusei then has the uneasy feeling of being used by Yliaster's 85Majka knows best / Santa's watch, Poppo TimeTranscription: Poppo Taimu no Furudokei (Japanese: ポッポタイムの古時計)Tadashi
HayakawaNovember 18, 2009 (2009-11-18)November 27, 2010 (Hulu samo)February 5, 2011 (TV) Yusei's landlord, Zora, is depressed because the city wants to replace a broken cuckoo clock at her watch repair workshop. Later, zora's son Lynden visits the gang, who returned after three years of
training to fix the clock. When he sees Zora again, she's not happy to see him, since he broke his watch at all. Before he escapes, crow challenges him to a duel, forcing him to apologise if he wins. The crow runs into a bit of trouble with Lynden soaking up one of his monsters and summoning his Clock
Knight monsters who rely on coin toss but soon returns with his Black Armorwing Master. Lynden's trying to pull out of the duel, but Crow tells him he needs to stop running away from his problems. Lynden invokes the Wizard for the time he received from his late father to destroy Crow's monster. Crow
decides to take the damage instead of activating his Mirror Force, as Lynden realised he could not keep running regardless of the win. Lynden successfully fixes the cuckoo clock and rekindles his relationship with Zora. 86Duelist for Hire/ Crash TownTranscription: Kurasshu Taun (Japanese: クラッシュ
タウン)Yasuyuki SuzukiNovember 25, 2009 (2009-11-25)November 27, 2010 Yusei arrives in a desert town called Crash Town, after receiving a letter from a woman named Barbara that Kalin is in trouble. It clarifies that there is a battle going on in this town at sunset between the Malcolm family and the
Radley group. Yusei is surprised kalin sided with Radley's group and notices a change in his personality. Kalin uses his Handless Combo and quickly defeats Malcolm's challenger, who was taken to become a slave in the mountains. Yusei's trying to get to Kalin, but it doesn't suit him. Barbara tells Yusei
that the only way to save him is to beat him in a duel to separate him from the Radley family. Yusei decided to join the Malcolm family, earning his place by beating three Malcolms in one turn, with his Nitro Warrior. (Keep on at the end that the date of U.S. air was November 27, but a previous episode
online appeared on Hulu, same day) 87Showdown at Sundown, Part 1/Rescue Kiryu! City of wandering duelistsTranscription: Kiryū Kyūshutsu! Samayoeru Dyuerisuto no Machi (Japanese: ⿁柳救出!さまよえる決闘者の街)Yasuyuki SuzukiDecember 2, 2009 (2009-12-02)December 4, 2010 Kalin still has
memories of when he was a dark signatory, and finds no encouragement from the boys' words. Barbara mentions a plan that involves using dynamite to aid Kalin's escape after their duel. During the next sunset, Yusei duels Kalin, who puts his handless combination on effect. Kalin complains that he could
never forgive himself for the actions he took as a dark signatory, and asked to die, saying he would be satisfied if Yusei defeated him. Yusei manages to take the lead, but Kalin still has tricks up his sleeve. 88Showdown at Sundown, Part 2 / The Trap Laid in The Front of VictoryTranscription: Kiryū
Kyūshutsu! Samayoeru Dyuerisuto no Machi (Japanese: 勝利の先にある罠)Yasuyuki Suzuki December 9, 2009 (2009-12-09)December 4, 2010 Kalin invokes Doom Dragon Infertility, while Yusei invokes Stardust Dragon. Using a fitted monster, Yusei manages to defeat Kalin. However, Barbara betrays
Yusei, attacking him as kalin is taken from him. The Malcolm family's main dog, Lawton, then appears and duels Radley, beating him before there's even a turnaround. Barbara and the Malcolm family used Yusei all along to remove Kalin from the Radley Group to make them easy prey. Yusei, along with
Kalin and Radley, are taken to the mines and given shock necklaces. Yusei finds a way to escape, but Kalin still refuses help. Meanwhile, Nico and West are sneaking out with Yusei's Duel Runner. 89 Escape route, Part 1/ Terror Gatling OgreTranscription: Gatoringu Ōga no Kyōfu (Japanese: ガトリング
◗オーガの恐怖)Yasuyuki Suzuki December 16, 2009 (2009-12-16)December 11, 2010 Yusei knocks out Kalin, so they can escape, stumbling over the graveyard of the lost Then they meet Nico and West who have Yusei's duel runner, and they find out their father is still in the mines. Lawton then finds
them, so as Kalin and the children search for their father, Yusei disrupts him with a turbo duel. Lawton immediately invokes Gatling Ogre, but Yusei's manages to delay the ability of One Turn Kill. However, Lawton soon replaces him with Full Armor Ogre. Meanwhile, Kalin and the children escape on a
mine cart and arrive at another mine. They become besieged, but Kalin fights them as West and Nico find their father, leaving to flee again. Yusei manages to beat Full Armor Ogre, but Lawton manages to continue with Gatling Ogre, putting Yusei in the position that a single card can mean his defeat. 90
Escape Race, Part 2/Death Match Riding DuelTranscription: Shitō no Raidingu Dyueru (Japanese: 死闘のライディングデュエル)Yasuyuki SuzukiDecember 23, 2009 (2009-12-23)December 11, 2010 As Kalin runs away with the children and their father, Sergio, the stalkers begin to activate his father's
shock collar, but Kalin manages to stop him even though he almost falls off the map in the process. Yusei manages to avoid loss from the effects, but Lawton invokes a more powerful monster instead. Kalin's group is directed towards a deadly gap, so West and Nico's father jumps to change the tracks to
safety, and Sergio falls into the abyss (and dies) in English called He's just badly hurt. Yusei manages to summon Drill Warrior from his graveyard, and Kalin knocks in Lawton before he can answer it. Lawton then throws dynamite that sends everyone flying, and Yusei and Kalin fall into the canyon.
Lawton kidnaps Nico and West, and along with Barbara overthrows Malcolm. As Yusei and Kalin visit their father's (Sergio) grave, his duel disc reacts to Kalin, who decides to fight Yusei. 91Clash at Crash Town, Part 1 / Tag Duel: Kiryu &amp; Yusei VS LawtonTranscription: Taggu Dyueru Kiryu to Yusei
Bāsasu Rotten (Japanese: タッグデュエル ⿁柳◗遊星 VS ロットン)Yasuyuki SuzukiJanuary 6, 2010 (2010-01-06)December 18, 2010 Barbara begins forcing members of the Malcolm family to marry each other to provide new workers for the mines. Yusei and Kalin arrive and challenge Lawton to a duel
for the freedom of Nica and West and the liberation of the city. Lawton gets a handicap to start with 10 cards, giving him easy access to gatling Ogre ability. Kalin stops Yusei from denying Galting Ogre effect and gets attacked. However, he has a special monster, Infernity Zero, whose ability allows him to
stay in the duel even with 0 lifetime points, although he will lose if he gets 3 Doom Counters. Lawton manages to destroy the card Yusei used to negate Gatling Ogre's performance in their last duel, but both he and Kalin manage to defend against Lawton's attack, and Kalin manages to lay out his defence.
92Clash at Crash Town, Part 2/Satisfaction TownTranscription: Satisufakushon (Japanese: サティスファクションウン)Yasuyuki SuzukiJanuary 13, 2010 (2010-01-13)December 18, 2010 Yusei calls his Nitro Warrior and beats Gatling Ogre, ordering some damage to Lawton. However, Lawton invokes
long barrel ogre, and Kalin gets another Doom Counter, but Yusei sacrifices his Nitro Warrior to keep Kalin in the game. Kalin and Yusei both invoke their Doom Dragon for reasoning and stardust dragon, but their attacks don't pass. Barbara threatens to harm Nice and West if Yusei and Kalin don't
surrender, but the Malcolm family stands up against her. Lawton tries to shoot Kalin, but is stopped by the arrival of the Crows and Jacks, who brought in Sector Security to free all miners. Lawton went into the blasts to escape, but Kalin caught up with him to end the duel. Lawton assumes kalin's maps,
but he's defeated, thanks to the effects of Kalin's monsters. Lawton and Barbara are arrested by Sector Security, Crash Town has been rebuilt as Pleasure City, and Kalin remains to keep an eye on Nico and West. References ^ a b retrieved from
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